
From: SOC Safety (TFS)
To: WST Info (DoJ)
Cc: SOC Safety (TFS); Cosgrove, Mike (DPFEM); Morrisby, Troy (DPEM); Harper, Jeffrey (TFS); Smith, Jeremy

(TFS)
Subject: Incident Notice Form -  and 
Date: Friday, 1 February 2019 5:30:57 PM
Attachments: Incident Notice Form - pdf

Incident Notice Form -  .pdf

Good Afternoon

Please find attached Incident Notice Forms for and in relation to
the rollover incident  which occurred on Thursday 31 January 2019.

An investigation into this incident is currently pending.

Kind Regards

Alex Williams
State Safety Advisor

Tasmania Fire Service
Mobile 0447 831322
safety@fire.tas.gov.au | www.fire.tas.gov.au
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From: Williams, Alexandra (DPFEM)
To: WST Info (DoJ)
Cc: Smith, Jeremy (TFS); Morrisby, Troy (DPEM); Cosgrove, Mike (DPFEM)
Subject: Investigation Report - New Norfolk 5.1 Rollover at Kermandie River Road
Date: Thursday, 28 February 2019 10:42:05 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Crash Investigation NN 5 1 Rollover at (Final).docx

Good Morning

Please find attached, Investigation Report for the vehicle (New Norfolk  5.1) rollover at
which occurred on 31 January 2019.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you need any further clarification.

Kind Regards

Alexandra Williams
Work Health and Safety Officer
People Support | People and Culture

Department of Police, Fire and Emergency Management
Police | TFS | SES | FSST
Temple House | 55 Argyle Street, Hobart
P: 03 6173 2153 | alexandra.williams@dpfem.tas.gov.au
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Incident Summary:- 
 
On 31 January at approximately 16:23  and  were involved in a 
vehicle rollover accident in the paddock behind  Geeveston.   
 

 sustained a head injury and bruising to the left side of her shoulder and to the back of 
her shoulder.   had a chest and wrist x-ray and was released from hospital on 1 February 
2019. 
 

 was transported to the Royal Hobart Hospital by the Westpac Rescue Helicopter with 
non-life threatening injuries. An MRI was undertaken which showed  had sustained a 
compression fracture of a vertebrae.   
 
Incident Timeline:- 
 

10:00 
New Norfolk Crew 5:1 -  (Driver) and  
(Passenger) left New Norfolk Station for a 12:00 briefing at Geeveston 
Station. 

12:00 Arrived at Geeveston Station for the briefing. No formal briefing conducted.   

 

They received a message over the radio to go to , 
Geeveston.  They met with Stuart Conway (Sector Commander) and were 
tasked to follow a dozer which was operated by  until they 
reached Riley’s Creek Road.   

 
 was putting in place a dozer line for burn off later in the day and they 

were directed to follow the tree line to Riley’s Creek Road.  They followed the 
dozer approximately 10 meters behind. 

 
The dozer was working along terrain which was very steep. As they 
proceeded they found themselves on steeper gradient and in a dangerous 
position and asked Stuart for direction. 

 

It was decided to relocate the line further away from the trees, down the hill 
to a safer location.  Stuart advised them to turn around and come back 
through and if they found an exit to take it and get out of the unsafe area.  
They could not locate an exit at this stage. 

  proceeded on an alternative route which  and  found too 
dangerous to follow.  

 

They backed down on the bottom side of the track while the dozer worked in 
front of them.  They attempted to get back onto the track but could not get 
over the loose sandy dirt.  They asked  to move the loose dirt down into 
the fence line to make it safer for them to get out. 

 A safe exit in the distance was identified by  to get back onto the track 
and they thought it looked safe from their vehicle.   

16:23 
They proceeded forward towards the exit route for approximately 3 meters 
when the front right hand side wheel went into a ditch hidden by the long 
grass. The vehicle slipped sideways and rolled down the hill. 

 Indications were the vehicle rolled 6 times for approximately 30 meters from 
the initial slip and ended up on its wheels. 

  exited the vehicle through a broken window in the passenger door. 
  remained seated until medical assistance arrived.  
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Incident Scene Photographs:- 
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Key Findings from the Investigation:- 
 
Dozer:    
 The dozer was an old TD20 fitted with a bull blade, and had a root rake fitted below the 

blade.  
 This did not provide a smooth track construction as the root rakes leave a track 

construction more like farrow blades making the track rough with loose dirt.  
 Indications were the dozer operator was not given clear instructions on how to 

construct a track suitable for Tasmania Fire Service (TFS) appliance travel. 
 
New Norfolk Crew and Appliance:  
 Witness reports suggest they were not given clear directions as to their role on the day, 

some advice was given when danger signs started to appear.  
 The crew found themselves in a position which proved catastrophic while trying to 

remove themselves from the danger zone.  
 The vehicle was travelling across a steep slope of 30 degrees plus and had half a tank 

of water on board which added approximately 290kg of weight high on the vehicle 
affecting their centre of gravity. 

 
 
Additional Findings:- 
 
An onsite inspection was completed at 12:00 hours 4 February 2019.  The information 
received from the witness’s confirmed findings at the scene. All the tyre tracks, slip marks, the 
description of the track construction and direction of travel were correct. 
 
 Terrain: Side of a North Easterly facing hill, bottom side of tree line. 
 Slope: Slope area where roll over occurred was measured at 30 degrees using an 

Inclinometer. There were numerous lower points, slip off areas which would have 
increased the angle. 

 Soil: Vehicle had moved from soft sandy soil where the dozer was working to a hard 
surface where the roll occurred. 

 Grass height: Low. 
 
Vehicle Inspection:- 
The vehicle was a New V8 model (TFS459) in excellent condition. It was found to be carrying 
only half a load of water approximately 290 litres of water. The water tank was fitted with 
internal Baffles (North –South) and (East –West). 
 
 
Conclusion:- 
 
The Dozer was working across a steep slope with the wrong type of blade and track 
construction and with limited instruction. The New Norfolk crew followed the dozer along the 
track as directed.  They followed the Dozer and started to realise how dangerous their position 
was. They stopped to ask advice about the dangers and an alternative route to get 
themselves out danger. Unfortunately they took advice from the Dozer Operator who thought 
he could see a safe route for them to exit the area.  
 
The New Norfolk crew took his advice and viewed the area from the vehicle without getting 
out and checking. They proceeded forward when the vehicles wheels slipped down a small 
unseen low point. As the vehicle was already at angle of approximately 30 degrees the 
sudden slip to the right would have caused the water in the tank to slosh sideways pushing 
the vehicle outside of its centre of gravity consequently rolling the vehicle. 
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Recommendations:- 
 

Action Assigned to Due date 
Clearer directions to dozer operators 
regarding the construction of tracks to 
enable TFS vehicles to traverse them 
safely, cutting into the high side and 
levelling out the track. 

Develop and deliver a Plant 
Managers and Line Locators 
course -  Operational Training 
Assistant Director. 

September 
2019 

Selection of dozers need to be 
considered, correct type of blade for 
safe TFS (all firefighting agency’s) 
vehicle travel. 

Multi Agency Coordination 
Group.  
Review Contractor/Plant 
register held by STT to 
determine plant suitability and 
minimum standards. 
Position to be communicated 
at the Multi Agency pre- 
season brief Launceston. 

September 
2019 

All Dozers should have an 
accompanying experienced line locator 
determining a safe route. 

Identify current skilled 
personnel to determine 
adequate capability.  
Develop and deliver a Plant 
Managers and Line Locators 
course -  Operational Training 
Assistant Director. 

September 
2019 

Clearer briefings and directions to 
crews need to be carried out 
highlighting all dangers and not to put 
themselves in a dangerous position, if 
not sure ask questions. 

Southern Region IMT - 
Included in incident action 
plans and local briefing of 
crews.  
Regional Officers South, 
North and North West to 
include information at District 
briefings. 

Commenced 
and ongoing 

Include 
information 
for safe off 
road driving 
at all District 

Briefings 
Remind crews of SOLTAD i.e. you get 
a different prospective of the terrain 
out of the vehicle than inside. (Dangers 
would have been spotted). 

Southern Region IMT - 
Included in incident action 
plans and local briefing of 
crews. 

Commenced 
and ongoing 

Remind crews of the dangers travelling 
across steep slopes with full and half 
full tanks of water. This lowers the 
centre of gravity however increases 
water slosh which will contribute to a 
roll over. If there is no immediate fire 
danger, emptying the water tank to exit 
a danger area could be an option. 

Southern Region IMT - 
Included in incident action 
plans and local briefing of 
crews. 

Commenced 
and ongoing 

Review all Off Road training material 
and COOIs and add pertinent 
instruction regarding these 
recommendations. 

Operational Training Assistant 
Director 

April 30 
2019 
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Communication to be prepared and 
sent out to all teams regarding this 
incident and learnings. 

State Safety Unit  Completed 
6/2/2019 

 



From: Hull, Geoffrey (DoJ)
To: Williams, Alexandra (DPFEM)
Subject: RE: Investigation Report - New Norfolk 5.1 Rollover at 
Date: Tuesday, 5 March 2019 10:27:00 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Hello Alexandra,

I’ve reviewed the investigation report and am satisfied that the PCBU has taken reasonably
practicable actions to mitigate the risk of this type of incident re-occurring.  Regular
reinforcement and reminders to all staff to stop if they are unsure of a situation and seek advice
and/or assistance should help with maintain a high level of awareness and achieve the desired
outcomes. I will now complete this in our data base. Cheers

Regards

Geoff Hull

TEAM LEADER – SOUTHERN INSPECTORATE | WORKSAFE TASMANIA
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

(t) (03) 6166 4686 | (f) (03) 6173-0206
PO Box 56, Rosny Park TAS 7018
geoffrey.hull@justice.tas.gov.au | www.worksafe.tas.gov.au

The information in this transmission may be confidential and/or protected by legal privilege, and is intended only for the
person or persons to whom it is addressed. If you are not such a person, you are warned that any disclosure, copying or
dissemination of the information is unauthorised. If you have received the transmission in error, please advise this Office
and delete all copies of the transmission from your records. No liability is accepted for any unauthorised use of the
information in this transmission.  Whilst the Department of Justice undertakes all precautions it does not warrant that
any attached files are free from computer viruses or other defects. Any attached files may be used on the basis that the
user assumes all responsibility for any loss, damage or consequences resulting directly from the use of such files.

From: Williams, Alexandra (DPFEM) <Alexandra.Williams@dpfem.tas.gov.au> 
Sent: Thursday, 28 February 2019 10:42 AM
To: WST Info (DoJ) <WST.Info@justice.tas.gov.au>
Cc: Smith, Jeremy (TFS) <Jeremy.Smith@fire.tas.gov.au>; Morrisby, Troy (DPEM)
<Troy.Morrisby@police.tas.gov.au>; Cosgrove, Mike (DPFEM)
<Mike.Cosgrove@dpfem.tas.gov.au>
Subject: Investigation Report - New Norfolk 5.1 Rollover at 

Good Morning

Please find attached, Investigation Report for the vehicle (New Norfolk  5.1) rollover at
which occurred on 31 January 2019.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you need any further clarification.
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Kind Regards
 
 
 
Alexandra Williams
Work Health and Safety Officer
People Support | People and Culture
 
Department of Police, Fire and Emergency Management
Police | TFS | SES | FSST
Temple House | 55 Argyle Street, Hobart
P: 03 6173 2153 | alexandra.williams@dpfem.tas.gov.au
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